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DESIGN BY DISASTERS

Seismic architecture and cultural
adaptation to earthquakes

Greg Bankoff

It is nearly 15 years since Dennis Mileti published Disasters by Design: A Reassessment
of Natural Hazards in the United States, a title by which he somewhat ironically
inferred that many disasters were the predictable result of interactions stemming
from the physical environment including hazards, the social and demographic
characteristics of the communities that experienced them, and the buildings, roads,
bridges and other components of the constructed environment. Climate change,
the number of people living in hazard-prone regions, especially coastal locations,
and the sheer density of the urban fabric, he argued, were increasing the potential
losses from natural forces (Mileti 1999). Yet through history, if the hazard was
frequent enough, many peoples have built structures that were quite literally
‘designed’ to accommodate such an event and minimise its consequences. Rather
than being ‘disasters by design’, these buildings were designed so to speak by disasters,
a ‘seismic architecture’ that represented a cultural adaptation by peoples to
earthquakes. It is difficult, at times, to clearly identify specific instances when a
better understanding of culture materially contributes to disaster risk reduction
(DRR). Yet this ‘seismic architecture’ provides a very visible manifesta tion of how
culture is ineluctably intertwined with disaster risk management (DRM) not only
in terms of practical adjustments to hazards but also as a form of long-term
educational transmission through heritage.

Hazards and cultures

Sociologists and psychologists have long been intrigued by the idea that people
who are frequently exposed to hazards adapt their behaviour to accommodate risk,
and that these patterns can become embedded to some extent in cultures over time.
Interest, however, has not been with the one-in-one hundred year ‘big one’ as
with the smaller scale, more frequent hazards that can be regularly anticipated. The
constant recurrence of such events, it is argued, can give rise to alternative
normative structures that replace the routine social norms with ones more in accord
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to a time of crisis: the very frequency of hazard can engender cultural adaptation.
The degree of cultural adaptation can vary enormously from specific forms of risk
mitigation strategies such as seismic architecture designed to counter a repeated
threat, to a geographically bounded subcultural accommodation to a single risk,
to a more wholesale societal adjustment to one or more hazards. None of these
categories are mutually exclusive in that risk-mitigating strategies may form an aspect
of both subcultural and societal adaptations, and one or more subcultures may be
embedded within the larger society.

Harry Moore is credited with first coining the term ‘disaster subculture’ to
describe ‘those adjustments, actual and potential, social, psychological and physical,
which are used by residents of such areas in their efforts to cope with disasters
which have struck or which tradition indicates may strike in the future’ (Moore
1964, p. 195). He was writing about how people who lived in coastal commun-
ities acted as Hurricane Carla hit Texas in September 1961. Moore concluded 
by explaining their behaviour as pertaining to a ‘hurricane subculture’. A few years
later, William Anderson similarly identified a ‘flood disaster subculture’ in
Cincinnati to designate a social-physical environment of repeated inundations along
the Ohio River Valley (Anderson 1965). Moore never went on to fully formulate
his ideas; this was left to a research paper by Dennis Wenger and Jack Weller written
nearly a decade later. Based on research carried out in a number of communities
across the United States regularly affected by flooding and hurricanes, they sought
to uncover the existence of disaster subcultures through indices that showed ‘the
perpetuation of successful patterns of adaptation to the disaster context through
socialization’ (Wenger and Weller 1973, p. 1).

Wenger and Weller distinguished between ‘instrumental’ elements and
‘expressive’ ones. The former include those normative, technological, evaluative,
knowledge and resource components that are related to predicting, preparedness,
management and responding to the physical impact of a hazard. In particular, these
elements are primarily concerned with individual and organisational behaviour and
intra- and inter-organisational patterns. Wenger and Weller, however, also recog -
nised the importance of what they termed expressive elements. These traits consist
of the norms, values, beliefs, legends and myths that people hold about hazards
and their impact on communities. To a large extent, such elements define whether
an event is regarded as more of a nuisance within the routine of daily life or as
disaster. Rather than viewing disaster subcultures as special arrangements apart from
the general culture of the community that are resorted to in times of need – more
in the way Moore argued – Wenger and Weller view the subcultural traits that
evolved out of disaster experiences as being fully integrated into the dom-
inant non-disaster culture. Moreover, these traits constitute a residue of learning
that is both passed down from one generation to the next and is transmissible to
new community members (Wenger and Weller 1973, pp. 2–5). Drawing on their
study of Midwestern North American communities and the variations in the extent
to which they possess distinctive cultural characteristics, they were able to identify
three factors that appear to be crucial to the emergence of a disaster subculture
within a community: that a hazard has to be repetitive, it is of such a nature as to
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allow a period of forewarning, and that its consequences inflict significant damage
to human and material resources (Wenger and Weller 1973, p. 9).

In some instances, however, the disaster subculture may not be confined to 
only a single geographical area but more generally permeates the entire society,
raising the question of the former’s relationship to the latter. In the Netherlands,
for example, the boundaries between the two are not clear and one might speak,
as Petra van Dam does, of an ‘amphibious culture’ that encompasses the entire
society or state (van Dam 2012, pp. 1–10). The Philippines, on the other hand, is
beset by so many and so varied natural hazards that the archipelago’s many different
ethnicities share a distinctive and common cultural range of adaptation to disasters
(Bankoff 2003). The threat that might otherwise give rise to regional or local
subcultures is so frequent and widespread in these instances that they have come
to constitute part of the wider culture. Floods and flood-related events in the
Netherlands and the sheer variety and magnitude of seismic and meteorological
threats in the Philippines influence social and material culture on a truly national
scale to create ‘disaster cultures’.

Significantly, too, these studies add a historical dimension to the notion of disaster
culture, recognising that people are made both vulnerable and resilient over time.
Culture can be regarded as the outcome of physical hazards acting upon a society
whose past actions and present practices both expose people to risk and motivate
them to develop capacities to learn from their past experiences to make themselves
more resilient in the future (Wisner et al. 2004, Lorenz 2010). Central to this
perspective is the notion that history prefigures disasters; that populations are
rendered either powerless or capable by particular social orders that, in turn, are
often modified by that experience to make some people even more vulnerable or
resilient in the future. Not only does history reveal that disasters may take centuries
in the making but also that culture reflects an adaptation to risk over time.
Societies, destructive agents and cultures are mutually constituted and embedded
in natural and social systems as unfolding processes. Anthony Oliver-Smith refers
to this as a historically produced pattern of vulnerability and resilience where the
‘life-history of a disaster begins prior to the appearance of a specific event-focused
agent’ (Oliver-Smith 1999, pp. 29–30).

Earthquakes, in particular, satisfy the three factors identified by Wenger and
Weller as crucial to the emergence of a disaster subculture within a community:
they occur at frequent if irregular intervals; people living in seismically active areas
know they are at risk; and the consequences inflict significant losses in terms of
mortality and material damage. The historical frequency of earthquakes in Japan,
for instance, have had such an enduring impact on people’s daily lives that they
have shaped the material and symbolic culture of that society to form what
Gregory Clancey calls an ‘earthquake nation’ (Clancey 2006). Writing on 17 August
1999 Kocaeli (Izmit) earthquake along the North Anatolian fault in western
Turkey, Jacqueline Homan and Warren Eastward identify very specific adapta tions
to the hazards of the natural world around them that are built up over time – a
‘seismic culture’ that has become part of the discourse of the place, that is
constructed by and known to those who live there, and that makes use of local
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materials, skills and resources. They define seismic cultures as those having: ‘The
knowledge (both pragmatic and theoretical) that has built up in a community
exposed to seismic risks through time’ (Homan and Eastward 2011, p. 624). In
particular, they were interested in how a tradition of architecture that had developed
over the centuries from the Byzantine and Ottoman periods to mitigate the worst
effects of earthquakes had subsequently been lost.

Seismic architecture

The key to the emergence of a seismic culture is the development of construction
techniques that have proven effective in minimising loss of life and mitigating damage
to buildings during earthquakes. As 1.2 billion people or 20 percent of the world’s
population in 2000 lived on land estimated to have at least a 10 percent probability
of a medium sized earthquake (pga of <2 m/s2) in a fifty year period, seismic cultures
have not only emerged in Asia Minor but also in many geographically dispersed
areas throughout history (Dilley et al. 2005, p. 43). However, not all earthquakes
produce seismic cultures. On the one hand, it is difficult to distinguish the most
effective anti-seismic techniques in devastating earthquakes when nearly all buildings
are destroyed. Similarly, if the death toll is high or the settlement is abandoned,
then local practices are likely to be lost. On the other hand, minor earthquakes
do not cause enough damage to buildings for local inhabitants to acquire the
necessary construction knowledge and know-how to enable techniques to be
improved. Instead, very much in accord with Wenger and Weller’s criteria, the
creation of a seismic culture depends upon earthquakes that do not cause complete
devastation to the built environment, and so allow for the identification of
structures that are better able to withstand ground movements, and yet occur often
enough so that the intervals between events are not long enough for people to
forget their effects. Where earthquakes are frequent and not catastrophic,
construction techniques are tested and improved upon after each event and their
effectiveness becomes well-known and widely adopted within the community. The
European Centre for Cultural Heritage distinguishes between a ‘seismic culture of
prevention’, or the development of long term earthquake resistant building
techniques, and a ‘seismic culture of repairs’ where people are responsive to
disaster mitigating measures in the immediate aftermath of an event but then tend
to revert back to pre-disaster construction practices and lifestyle (CUEBC 1993,
p. 5). The style of architecture that evolved in seismically active zones in the past
often fused taste and aesthetics with practical earthquake resistance measures: they
were designs, so to speak, ‘inspired’ by disasters. Often the threat of frequent
earthquakes underlies the foundations of particular engineering practices, upon which
are subsequently wrought the fancies of devotion, power and ostentation.

The origins of seismic engineering date from the ‘classical’ period, where the
designation is used simply to denote pre-modern architecture rather than a purely
Western European connotation of antiquity. Evidence of adaptations in structures
that rendered buildings better able to accommodate sudden, violent earth
movements have been suggested from as early as the Bronze Age Minoan
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civilisation of Knossos between the 27th and 5th centuries BCE (Langenbach 2007,
p. 35). In particular, the classical temples of Ancient Greece and Rome pose some
intriguing questions, given the construction techniques employed and the frequency
of earthquakes in those areas. The archetypal temple façade of columns constitutes
a segmental (multi-block) rocking system that works to re-centre the building’s
axial load during violent ground movements, although it is unclear whether the
design was purposeful or accidental (Pampanin 2008, p. 118). The construction of
columns, however, seems more certain. Each column is joined together with 
an iron pin in a lead or wood surround to absorb shock and allow the structure
to flex in earthquakes (Konstantinidis and Makris 2005). Archaeological remains
from a house in Herculaneum suggest that the insulae, or seven to eight-storey
tenements that housed much of Rome’s urban population, utilised timber frames
and infill masonry techniques designed to make the buildings more resistance against
earthquakes (Langenbach 2007, p. 35). The Roman angora (market) at Perge near
Antalya in present-day Turkey dating from the third century CE also exhibits clear
signs of the use of ‘proto-reinforced beams’. All these examples point to a diffusion
of knowledge about earthquake resistant construction techniques in seismically active
areas around the Mediterranean. In fact, seismic engineering techniques may have
evolved independently in many civilisations around the world though knowledge
about these adaptations has now been lost. For example, in South America,
remaining Inca buildings exhibit many of the characteristics of an earthquake resistant
architecture. Structures employ carefully bonded corners and alternate rows of stone
headers (laid with the short side exposed) and stretchers (laid with the long, narrow
side exposed), interlocking monumental stonework and trapezoidal archways –
though some doubts have been cast upon the extent of their seismic properties
(Cuadra, Karkee and Tokeshi 2008).

Over the centuries, at least three zones of identifiable earthquake resistant
architecture have emerged that correspond to a single seismically active region,
the Alpine-Himalayan belt: the Eastern Mediterranean, Southern Europe and the
Himalayan arc. Though the peoples of these regions are culturally distinct, they
share a similar risk from earthquakes and have evolved in many ways a common
response to that threat through seismic architecture. In fact, earthquakes may provide
an underlying environ mental unity that provides a metanarrative or means to
understanding a wider region whose history and present problems are usually divided
by continental designation, ethnicity or religion (Schwartz 2005, pp. 382–4). The
Alpine–Hima layan belt, which stretches from the Atlantic Ocean to the Himalayan
Mountains, was formed when the Arabian, African and Indian continental plates
collided with the Eurasian Plate (Erdik 2000, p. 724). Earthquakes and the seismic
cultures that they gave rise to provide another tool for understanding the history
of this broader region and the important cultural impact of hazards on society.

The Eastern Mediterranean

The Eastern Mediterranean appears to be one of the cradles of seismic engineering
dating from at least Roman times. In this area there are many examples of the
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reinforced beam structures that persisted through the Byzantine Empire to the late
Ottoman period. In particular, the modern nation-states of Greece and Turkey
are located in one of world’s most seismically active zones caused by the complex
interaction of numerous tectonic microplates juxtaposed between colliding major
plates. Greece is located at the boundary of the Africa–Eurasia convergence with
subduction along the Aegean or Hellenistic arc. Here, minor earthquakes are
common but major ones rare (a return period of about 1,000 years). In Turkey,
the North Anatolian Fault Zone extends 1,400 km from the east to the Sea of
Marmara in the west, along which major earthquakes are regular events (Ambraseys
and Jackson 2000, Kouskouna and Makropoulos 2004). Given the nature of seis -
micity in this region, people have developed common engineering techniques and
building practices over time in response to the frequency of earthquakes.

The seismic architecture that developed progressively from the third century
CE involved the use of reinforced beams placed intermittently around the walls of
buildings known as hatillar (singular hatil ), a common feature of Byzantine and
Ottoman structures. They were made either from thin boards of wood laid into
the walls so that they overlapped at the corners, or as a narrow course of masonry
different from the material used in the rest of the structure. Hatillar have the
following seismic engineering functions: they work as vertical and horizontal shock
absorbers in the case of wood because they are more compressible than the
surrounding masonry; they operate as slip planes to prevent any frictional drag 
in the superstructure from foundations and walls below a hatil; they provide a hori -
zontal tie member all around a building at a common level to resist tensile forces;
and they act as a rigid horizontal girder in such a manner to maintain the structure’s
overall configuration even if the walls undergo a degree of lateral shift (Duggan
1999). Hatillar give the characteristic stripes to be seen in the design of many
Byzantine and Ottoman buildings and have been proven scientifically to prevent
damage to buildings during earthquakes. Unfortunately, their seismic purpose ceases
to function properly from wear, natural erosion, lack of maintenance or the re -
cycling of materials. Hatil techniques continued to be used in construction into
the twentieth century, though its function became less widely understood and
increasingly only applied as a fashionable decoration to the outside of walls. A case
in point is the reconstruction of sections of the Theodosian city walls of Istanbul
where strips of red brick have been attached merely as a veneer and serve no seismic
purpose (Langenbach 2007, p. 37). In rural areas of Anatolia, hatil techniques were
a common feature in local housing till recently (Hughes 2000a, p. 2).

The use of timber in buildings has long been noted for its resistance to
earthquakes. While some ‘log cabin’ types of wooden structures were common in
small areas of the West of Turkey, the use of infilled timber frameworks was much
more common (Hughes 2000a, p. 1). Known as himiş or baǧdadi, the construction
method involved a timber framework tied by studs to a general timber armature
and then infilled with a single thickness of masonry in the former case or short,
rough pieces of timber in the latter technique (Gülkan and Langenbach 2004, 
pp. 4–5). Structures are held together by using weak rather than strong mortar
bonds to encourage sliding along the bed joints instead of cracking the masonry
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units when panels are deformed by violent ground movements. Infill masonry walls
respond to the stress of earthquakes by ‘working’ along joints to defray the strain
and so dissipate much of the seismic energy. The only visible manifestation of these
internal movements is usually cracks in the interior plaster along the walls and at
the corner of rooms. The timber studs that subdivide the infill frameworks mean
that the loss of one or even several masonry panels does not lead to the progressive
destruction of the rest of the wall. Timber frameworks are often found in the same
building with hatillar, the latter used to reinforce the weight-bearing ground floor
and himiş used for upper storeys. These buildings survive earthquakes by not fully
engaging with them: structures may not have much lateral strength but they do
have lateral capacity. Buildings respond to seismic forces by swaying with them
rather than attempting to resist them with rigid materials and connections (Gülkan
and Langenbach 2004, pp. 10–11). Aesthetically, too, they can be made to please
the eye with the infilled use of masonry wall bricks arranged at angles to form
decorative patterns.

Given the shared history under both Byzantine and Ottoman domination, Greek
architecture reflects a similar seismic cultural origin but exhibits a wide diffusion
of practices. Studies of the few extant traditional post-1500 houses reveal a similar
use of embedded-in-masonry horizontal timber reinforcements designed to improve
the tensile and bending strength of brittle masonry to accommodate seismic forces
(Tsakanika-Theohari and Mouzakis 2010). A common feature of domestic
architecture in both countries is that the height of buildings is usually restricted to
one or two storeys. A particular feature of post-Byzantine Greek architecture is
for structures to have a dual load-carrying system consisting of a three-dimensional
timber frame where the ground floor is encased in thick masonry and upper 
storeys are infilled (Makarios and Demosthenous 2006, p. 266). The timber frame
acts to carry the load should the masonry fail. The downward force exerted by 
the roof is carried by diagonally braced wall-posts that are independent of the
masonry walls (i.e., not secured by nailing or dowels) to the foundations (Porphyrios
1971). Greek buildings also often have a sub-foundation composed of three layers
of specially treated tree trunks to accommodate ground movement where the soil
is poor and/or where there is a high level of underground water. The development
of an earthquake resistant architecture is a particularly prominent feature of build-
ings dating from the nineteenth century on the Adriatic islands of Lefkás and Théra
known to have the highest seismicity in the country (Makarios and Demosthenous
2006, pp. 264–6).

Southern Europe

Forming the western part of the Alpine-Himalayan belt, seismicity in southern
Europe is mainly confined to southern Portugal, coastal regions in the south and
south-east of Spain and Italy, especially Calabria and Sicily. Most shocks correspond
to shallow events with magnitudes, in general, less than 5.5, but this region is
periodically shaken by much larger earthquakes that have precipitated major
changes in architectural design and practice on several historical occasions (Buforn
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et al. 2004, pp. 623–5). Most notably the Lisbon earthquake of 1755 provides a
documented instance of cause and effect as the scale of destruction convinced the
chief minister, the Marquis of Pombal, to mandate by law the use of seismic
techniques and practices in the rebuilding of the city centre, the Baixa (Mullen
1992). The subsequent style that became known as pombaline, though mainly
implemented by the military architect Manuel de Maia, is a structure of four or
five storeys with wood framed masonry walls (frontals) that, together with the timber
floor beams, form a type of three-dimensional wooden ‘bird-cage’ or gaiola. The
gaiola helps stabilise a building during an earthquake as the frames of the cage flex
at each corner and so absorb some of the lateral force of the earthquake to reduce
the stress on walls. Within the frames, a diagonal ‘x’ brace known as the ‘Cross of
St Andrew’ stiffens the walls against lateral movement. The timber framed design
was said to have been inspired by Portuguese expertise in ship construction
(Cardoso, Lopes and Bento 2004).1 The triangular spaces between the crosses were
then ‘nogged’ or filled with a mixture of stone rubble and broken brick and covered
with plaster to hide the infill and timber frame. For protection from fire, probably
the most devastating factor in the destruction of the city in 1755, Maia advised
the adoption of high masonry firebreaks between roofs of the new building blocks
to prevent flames from spreading (Tobriner 1980, pp. 13–14). Exterior façades of
Baixa buildings are clad with load bearing masonry walls, some of which also have
timber frames on the inside face. The pombaline style remained the standard building
practice in Lisbon until the 1920s and gives central Lisbon its characteristic
architecture (Langenbach 2007, p. 48). After 1880, however, as the memory of
1755 began to fade, a decline in the standard of execution particularly in the use
of the Cross of St Andrew meant that subsequent buildings were less seismically
resistant.2 Interestingly, the adoption of the pombaline style is said to have come
from the observation by contemporaries that half timbered structures had with-
stood the earthquake better than more solid masonry buildings (Langenbach 2007,
p. 48). It also shares many construction techniques and practices with earthquake
resistant construction methods in the Eastern Mediterranean.

The reconstruction of Lisbon after 1755 to improve the city’s ability to withstand
earthquakes was not simply a matter of seismic engineering but also of urban
planning. The new urban layout was designed to provide open spaces and wide
boulevards to expedite evacuation, as well as facilitate traffic flow and maximise
air and sunlight for public health purposes. Urban planning to minimise damage
was certainly a feature of southern Italy, too, where a similar seismic culture was
‘mandated’ as a consequence of a major earthquake. After the 1693 earthquake in
south-eastern Sicily, many of the cities and towns damaged during the event were
rebuilt to incorporate seismically appropriate designs or even refounded on new,
safer sites. Catania, for example, which one commentator observed had been
flattened ‘like the palm of your hand’, was replanned with straight, wide streets so
that householders could leave their homes in safety and with inordinately large
piazzas so that people could flee to open spaces (Tobriner 1980, pp. 12–13). After
the 1783 earthquake in Calabria, the Bourbon Government decided to reconstruct
the entire region utilising traditional seismic engineering techniques and practices
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known as the baraccata system. It had been noted that the elasticity of wood framed,
infilled structures better resisted lateral forces (Tobriner 1983, pp. 132–3). With
its origins in the fourteenth century, but undoubtedly inspired by pombaline building
standards, the casa baraccata (the word means wooden barracks) consisted of a masonry
structure with one large interior inner timber frame that linked the entire building
together from roof to foundations (Dutu et al. 2012, p. 621). Structural timbers
were intersected by transverse reinforcements, diagonal members and x-shaped
braces in the interior walls that were sometimes also visible on the exterior of the
building. The walls were infilled with small stones, rubble or brick held together
using a quality blend of Neapolitan lime based mortar. Balconies and exterior
decoration were limited to the lightest possible type and a maximum height of
around 10 m prescribed. These guidelines became law in 1785 and remained in
effect till 1854. The basic principles of the casa baraccata continued to influence
manuals, construction practices and patent applications on seismic architecture up
until the first few decades of the twentieth century when the techniques sadly fell
into disuse (Tobriner 1983, p. 135).

The Iberian conquest and settlement of the New World in the Americas and
the Pacific led to encounters with entirely new environments, many of which proved
very seismically active – as Europeans discovered to their cost. On the one hand,
the European invasion precipitated a total eclipse of indigenous monumental
seismic architecture and, on the other, it gave rise to the development of entirely
new seismic cultures over time. These new earthquake resistant architectures were
often hybrids born out of southern European and indigenous traditions. Many of
the buildings still to be found in the central districts of Peru’s major cities such as
Lima, Trujillo and Arequipa founded in the aftermath of the Spanish conquest 
in 1535 exhibit a traditional method of construction. The adobe-quincha building
technique is a blend of indigenous materials and the ‘timber framed’ seismic
architecture of Southern Europe. Buildings made in this style comprise a ground
floor fashioned of adobe, or sun-dried bricks, and upper storeys made of a timber
frame and a mesh of cane and mud plaster, or quincha. Canes are fixed to the
wooden frame by means of cords or ropes that are anchored at the bottom by
means of heavy materials, such as adobe (Cuadra, Saito and Zavala 2012). As such,
these structures function according to much the same principles as the pombaline
or baraccata house type but with the substitution of local materials. The widespread
adoption of this type of building in Lima was prompted, as in the case of Sicily 
in 1693 and Lisbon in 1755, by the devastating earthquake of 1746. In the wake
of this disaster, streets were widened, a limitation was imposed on the heights of
buildings, arch towers were prohibited, adequate plazas were planned to act as open
public spaces in the event of a similar misfortune, and stone structures were replaced
with ones utilising quincha (Walker 2003, pp. 68–9).

Much the same developments took place elsewhere in the New World. The
bahareque vernacular architecture of much of Latin America substitutes bamboo
(particularly Guadua Angustifolia Kunth), the poor man’s timber, for the wooden
frame. Bamboo is used for the structural poles and as beams for the walls, floors
and roofs. It is split and flattened into longitudinal sections (esterillas) by removing
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the softer interior of the culms, and used to fashion the exterior of the walls, which
are then rendered with a mixture of mud and horse dung. Depending on the climate,
the walls may be filled with a mixture of mud and broken tiles. The roof structure
is also usually made out of bamboo and covered with clay tiles. The bamboo frame
provides the necessary structural integrity to resist seismic forces (Gutierrez 
2004, pp. 19–21). Across the Pacific, in the Spanish Philippines, another hybrid
variant of seismic architecture emerged in Manila following the earthquake of 1645.
The so-called ‘earthquake baroque’ style of colonial architecture consisted of the
extensive use of massive buttresses, low body structures and squat bell towers in
public and religious buildings. Domestic buildings also underwent a similar radical
transformation: heavy roof beams were supported by trusses and rested on struts
planted deep into the ground to provide more flexibility; and the number of storeys
was reduced to two with the upper one increasingly constructed from lighter
materials such as wood and latticework (Bankoff 2012, p. 173).

The Himalayan arc

Seismicity along the Himalayan arc at the easternmost extent of the Alpine–
Himalayan belt is mainly attributable to the processes of collision between the Indian
and Eurasian plates as the former thrusts underneath southern Tibet at a speed of
16–18 mm a year, a rate that is assumed to have remained constant for many
thousands of years. The region experiences a large number of great earthquakes,
four recorded events over magnitude 8 in the last 500 years though the historical
record is possibly incomplete (Bilham and Ambraseys 2005). While no earthquake
is known to have struck the same site twice in this period, about 40 percent of all
earthquakes in the Himalayas occur in clusters along the 2,500 km long arc that
extends through the present-day nations of Afghanistan, Bhutan, China, India, Nepal
and Pakistan (Roy and Mondial 2012, p. 353). Much of the vernacular architecture
in this zone reflects cultural adaptation to living in this highly volatile region. In
particular, the Vale of Kashmir, a heavily populated area at the western end of the
mountain chain, is distinguished by its great monuments as well as by its
characteristic residential architecture. Buildings not only have to contend with
frequent earthquakes but also with soft soils as Srinagar, the capital, and many of
the other towns and villages in Kashmir are located on the site of a former prehistoric
lake. The dual nature of the danger has given rise to a charac teristic type of house
able to undergo a certain amount of inelastic deformation without losing vertical
load-carrying capacity. As the well-known architectural historian and building
conservator, Randolph Langenbach, observes: in this type of environment ‘rigidity
in a construction carries the potential for destruction’ (Langenbach 2009, p. 1).

Two types of seismic engineering have developed in Kashmir that share many
of the characteristics of the use of reinforced beams or hatillar of the Eastern Mediter -
ranean or the three-dimensional wooden-framed cage or gaiola system of Southern
Europe (Khurana 2011). Indeed, it is thought that many of these con struction
traditions followed the paths of migration and conquest as Islamic culture spread
from the Middle East across Central Asia and parts of India (Langenbach 2009, 
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p. 6). Taq refers to buildings made from unreinforced masonry embedded with
horizontal timber lacing and configured into a modular layout (or taq) of masonry
piers and window bays. These masonry piers are thick enough to carry the vertical
loads and are tied together by a ladder-like set of horizontal timber beams located
at the base of the structure above the foundation and at each floor level and window
lintel level. The timbers are deliberately unbonded and held in place by the full
weight of masonry. The building is then faced with small, rough-surfaced fired
bricks that serve as a weather-resistant facade over the sun-dried brick or rubble.
Often three or more storeys in height, the buildings sway during earthquakes while
the timber ladder bands keep the individual masonry piers from separating and
causing the house to collapse. Taq gives buildings a flexibility to withstand con -
sider able deforming movements either from seismic forces or subsidence and has
the added advantage of being constructed from easily sourced local materials
(Langenbach 2009, pp. 8–12).

Dhajji dewari is a variation of the timber frame and masonry construction
method previously described. The term is Persian meaning ‘patchwork quilt wall’
and may indicate its provenance. Essentially it consists of the same timber framed
infilled masonry as the Turkish himiş. Walls are commonly only one half brick
thickness so that masonry/rubble and timber are flush on both sides. Each storey
generally constitutes a distinct platform framed separately on the one below. While
the strength of these disparate materials are relatively low, the ability of the house
to resist collapse in an earthquake depends to a large extent on the interaction of
wood and masonry, though houses with smaller wall panels generally perform better
than those with larger ones. Houses are often built with an unreinforced masonry
taq construction on the ground floor and dhajji dewari construction for the upper
stories (Langenbach 2009, pp. 13–16). Such building practices continue to be used
into the present and underwent something of a revival in the wake of the 7.6
magnitude Kashmir earthquake of 2005, when traditional houses proved to be
surprisingly seismically resistant (Schacher and Ali 2009, p. iii).

Other variants of seismic architecture have developed along the Himalayan arc.
The traditional Koti Banal architecture of the Indian state of Uttarakhand, lying
on the south-eastern slopes of the mountain range and where two of India’s largest
rivers – the Ganga and Yamuna – originate, is perhaps the most visually spectacular.
Some of its four- or five-storey buildings are reportedly over 800 hundred years
old (Chakraborty 2008). A simple, rectangular tower-like construction, these
buildings are raised on a dry masonry platform upon which alternate layers of
wooden logs and dressed flat stones are laid. At the corners, pairs of logs are secured
by thick wooden nails or dowels. The structure is further reinforced by wooden
beams that run from the middle of the walls of one side to the other intersecting
at the centre and so dividing the interior space into four parts, which provide the
joists for supporting the floor beams in each storey. The fourth or fifth floor of
the building has a balcony running around all four sides with a wooden railing.
Openings are kept to a minimum and are relatively small with strong wooden
empanelment to compensate for loss of strength (Rautela and Joshi 2009, pp. 306–7).
These buildings are constructed along principles somewhat similar to that of the
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timber framed structure already described. While their characteristic architecture
evolved out of their proven safety in earthquakes, the design also served other
purposes such as security, defence and protection against heavy snowfall. Similar
construction techniques are found to the west of Kashmir in the Hunza Valley of
northern Pakistan. In particular, hill forts – such as that at Baltit – employ a form
of timber lacing infilled with stone or lose rubble that may have been introduced
by Alexander the Great from the Eastern Mediterranean. Known as cator and
cribbage, lengths of timber cators are laid out in a rectangular pattern and infilled
with loose rubble or stone with the overlapping corners laced together by ‘cribbage
columns’ (vertical timber box frames found typically at wall corners) comprised of
shorter wooden pieces (Hughes 2007, p. 102). Seismicity was by no means the
only factor governing design and construction methods. The British Army
campaigning in the Northern Areas of Pakistan in 1891 discovered that artillery
shells had little effect on the walls of such hill forts (Hughes 2000b).

Design by disasters

As this brief historical overview indicates, seismic architecture has evolved in many
different places and at many different times. Though the examples cited here may
indicate a common origin in the construction techniques dating back to the classical
civilisations of the Eastern Mediterranean, other forms of earthquake resistant
buildings have evolved quite independently in other societies, as on the island of
Nias off the Sumatran coast or around Yogyakarta in Java (Weichart and Herbig
2013).3 Several questions, however, still remain to be answered: To what extent
were earthquakes solely responsible for the design of buildings? Does the
construction of earthquake resistant houses by themselves constitute a seismic culture
in a wider sense? And what relevance, if any, has these past construction techniques
for DRR in the present?

Amos Rapoport, in his foundational text on the relationship between house
form and culture, identifies the principal determining factors as physical – climate
and the need for shelter, materials and technology – and site as well as social –
economics, defence and religion. As such, he does not include earthquakes as a
determinant. However, his main argument is that form cannot be attributed to 
a single cause ‘but is the consequence of a whole range of socio-cultural factors
seen in their broadest terms’ (Rapoport 1969, p. 18). As the historical case examples
have shown, seismicity is usually one of many considerations that determine
structural forms and construction techniques over time. Defence was clearly an
imperative in the building of the hill forts of northern Pakistan as cator and cribbage
constructions could not be easily breached by ballistics nor toppled and subsided
by mining the foundations. Moreover, materials were easily dismantled and reused
in a ‘lego-like’ modular fashion or buildings expanded and contracted as needs
demanded (Hughes 2000a, p. 47).

Nor was earthquake alone the only hazard determining the shape and form of
structures, as evidenced by the importance of attic firewalls in the pombaline houses
of post-1755 Lisbon or the vernacular domestic architecture of the Spanish
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Philippines where the evolution of a characteristic architecture was the product
again of a combination of pyro-seismic factors (Tobriner 1980, p. 14, Bankoff 
2012). The fachwerk or blockbau stone and wood buildings of South Tyrol, a region
not known for earthquakes, may have had perfect seismic properties but the
construction techniques also worked well to offset subsidence and to withstand
heavy snowfalls and strong seasonal winds (Lanner and Barbisan 2000). The main
point here perhaps is not so much the original factor or factors that led to the
development of an architectural style, which were likely to be multiple and varied,
but why, in seismically active areas, a particular method of construction was retained
– often largely unchanged – for centuries. Dhajji dewari evolved in the Kashmir
Valley for a variety of economic and cultural reasons that led to the development
of similar forms of construction elsewhere around the world, but its retention up
until the present was probably due to its performance during earthquakes especially
for structures built on soft soils (Langenbach 2009, p. 15). Such reasons may explain
the development of infilled timber framed construction techniques that are charac -
teristic of mediæval and early modern housing in most of Europe even in regions
with low seismicity, such as the ‘half timbered’ style of Tudor and Elizabethan
houses in England and colombage in France. It may also help to explain why these
fashions were subsequently replaced by less earthquake resistant forms (Dutu et al.
2012, pp. 622–5).

If seismic architecture does not necessarily produce a seismic culture, then what
does? At least two other factors need consideration. The first is more a definitional
matter and regards whether what constitutes seismic architecture is confined only
to the way in which a building is constructed or whether it includes the wider
built environment as well, the urban or community setting in which a structure
is situated. Again, the evidence suggests that in many cases the entire fabric of the
urban environment was refashioned to better accommodate the risk of earthquakes:
How Sicilian planners rebuilt Catania after the 1693 earthquake with wide straight
streets and inordinately large piazzas, or the symmetrical blocks of pombaline 
houses that still dominate the layout of post-1755 central Lisbon (Tobriner 1980,
pp. 12–13, Langenbach 2007, p. 48). More to the point, how subsequent to the
1783 Calabrian earthquake Italian architectural treatises such as those written by
Nicola Cavalieri di San Bertolo (1831) and Antonio Favaro (1883) widely publi-
cised and promoted the application of seismic engineering methods mainly 
based on traditional building techniques tried and tested over the centuries (Lanner
and Barbisan 2000, p. 3). How the gaiola and casa baraccata construction were man -
dated by law as standard building practice in Portugal and Naples are both examples
of this. The development of a local seismic culture depends on the frequency with
which an earthquake recurs though its initiation may have been attributed to an
infrequent event of devastating proportions: for example, the 1505 earthquake in
the Himalayas, the 1509 and 1766 earthquakes in Istanbul, the 1755 earthquake
in Portugal and the 1783 earthquake in Calabria. Scholars at the European
University Centre for Cultural Heritage have even tried to calibrate the frequency
with which high intensity but not catastrophic events must occur so that they 
give rise to a seismic culture. Any generation, they argue, must be affected at least
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twice in a lifetime; that is an interval of between forty and sixty years (CUEBC
1993, p. 5).

The second factor to consider when looking at the the existence of a seismic
culture is a perceptual matter and concerns how people regard a disaster. The critical
point here is not whether a disaster took place but whether it caused cultural change.
Modern Disaster Risk Management gauges an event in terms of the number of
deaths caused or property damaged. Only if the mortality figures or economic losses
exceed a certain threshold is the event considered a disaster. The hallmark of a
seismic culture, however, is whether such an event had a significant effect on a
social group and resulted in cultural change, and whether this change was directly
attributable to the disaster or acted more as a catalyst for change in the longer term.
Archaeological evidence, again, suggests that the key variable in this respect is not
magnitude but frequency. Disasters that occur frequently over relatively long period
of time can instigate adaptation and engender cultural change or, alternatively, they
may hinder any such developments. In this respect, disasters are perceived not so
much as natural events but as social ones that are explained or refuted according
to how a threat is interpreted through a specific cultural and temporal lens
(Torrence and Grattan 2002, pp. 11–13). Viewed historically, a noticeable feature
of seismic cultures is how they are eclipsed over time. Vernacular seismic
architecture had disappeared by the early twentieth century first in Southern Europe
and then in the Eastern Mediterranean. It persisted longer in the Himalayan arc,
but is now under threat there too. The loss of traditional construction expertise is
rarely compensated by the introduction of modern seismic building codes that are
often carelessly modified in their application or simply ignored (CUEBC 1993, 
p. 2). A ‘catch-22’ situation ensues in which local communities are no longer familiar
with past practices and more modern anti-seismic regulations have not yet been
adopted or become part of the culture. As one local Turkish woman summarised
the state of affairs in the aftermath of the 1999 Izmit earthquake: ‘It is the old
people that know how to live with earthquakes; they live in wooden frame buildings
of one-two storeys—we must learn from the older generations if we want to survive
earthquakes’ (Homan 2004).

So what relevance does this tradition of seismic architecture and seismic culture
have for contemporary DRR? Why is culture important for DRR? The past
challenges are notions that contemporary ways are always better and that techniques
and practices developed by peoples and communities centuries ago to cope with
the hazards that beset them have no bearing on how to deal with such events in
the present. Indeed, science and technology are often wrongly credited as the
product of the modern, largely Western age. There are innumerable reports detail -
ing how properly maintained vernacular seismic architecture performed well
during recent earthquakes.4 Given the apparent superiority of these structures’
performance in earthquakes, it must be asked what led to the decline of vernacular
construction techniques in so many seismically active regions of the world? 
A number of related factors led to the gradual disappearance of seismic architecture
during the twentieth century that were as true of the Kashmir earthquake as they
have been of many communities and regions worldwide. Population pressure is
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the underlying causal agent compounded by the age profile of many developing
countries whose young populations share no knowledge of traditional construction
practices. Fashion and status, too, give a marked preference towards more modern
looking houses that do not incorporate earthquake resistant features. Finally, the
deforestation of many areas in recent decades and the significant amount of timber
required in vernacular architecture has driven lower socioeconomic groups to use
alternatives such as cheap concrete (Halvorson 2010, pp. 198–9). A scarcity of wood
was partly responsible for the decline in the use of hatil construction in rural parts
of Turkey in the early twentieth century (Hughes 2000b). Other factors unrelated
to actual construction techniques may also have had bearing on people’s decisions
such as the lack of personal comfort in traditional Koti Banal architecture, whose
design is purely utilitarian (Rautela and Joshi, p. 314).

Conclusion

Most people in the developing world live in non-engineered structures, whether
these are rural domestic dwellings or, increasingly, urban low-rise. Formal building
codes in developing countries rarely consider housing in the formal and low income
sectors, despite the fact that between 60 to 70 percent of the population may live
in such settlements (Lewis 2003). As in housing and many other features of the
built environment, a fuller understanding and appreciation of past technologies,
combined with modern science, are essential components of DRR. Most damage
to structures and loss of life results from either disrespect of the tried and tested
rules of the past or non-adherence to the seismic codes of the present.

Over the centuries, societies and the environment they have built have adapted
to earthquakes. Where earthquakes are frequent and of a magnitude to inflict regular
damage to property and cause loss of life, people in the past acquired the pragmatic
and theoretical knowledge of learning to live with threat on a day-to-day basis –
an accommodation that is reflected in their architecture styles and building 
methods. Many of these seismic cultures persisted well into the twentieth century,
even in Europe. They continue to influence housing in rural areas of some parts
of the developing world up until the present, though they are fast losing ground
to the ‘economics of the cinderblock’, especially where timber has grown scarce
and expensive. Modern building codes regularly ignore traditional seismic
technologies and dismiss their scientific value. Unfortunately, local people are often
active agents in this process tempted by the appeal of the modern and the symbols
such structures convey of outlook, status and wealth. Effective DRR reduces
vulnerability by encouraging a community to rediscover, in a critically appropriate
manner, their ‘own’ seismic architecture. Apart from the direct advantages of
reducing injuries and minimising damage, such an endeavour has intangible heritage
value in terms of identity, memory, history and tradition and more tangible
economic returns in terms of tourist potential. Far from just being disasters by design,
the built environment is just as much designed by disasters and may even be enriched
by them as well.
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Notes
1 Initially, a maximum height of three storeys was prescribed but proved unenforceable

as house owners wanted to derive more economic benefits from their properties.
2 The subsequent variation in construction technique is known as gaioleiros (Dutu et al.

2012).
3 See also the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute and International Association

for Earthquake Engineering, Encyclopaedia of Housing Construction Types in
Seismically Prone Areas of the World, available from: www.world-housing.net.

4 The high death tolls from the earthquakes in Bam (Iran) in 2004 and Izmit in 1999 were
due to the failure of contemporary buildings not the historic ones (Gülkan and
Langenbach 2004, p. 2). In a detailed statistical study of the damage district in the latter
case, a wide difference was found in the percentage of modern reinforced concrete
buildings that failed and those constructed in a traditional manner. In the hills above
Gölcük, 60 of the 814 reinforced concrete structures were heavily damaged or collapsed
accounting for 287 deaths and only four of the 789 two-three storey traditional buildings
collapsed or were heavily damaged resulting in three fatalities (Doǧangün et al. 2006, 
p. 982). A similar outcome was observed by N. N. Ambraseys in the aftermath of the
1963 Skopje (former Yugoslavia) earthquake where the old adobe houses with timber
bracing resisted the shock much better than the modern brick or brick and reinforced
concrete structures (Langenbach 1989). The much older buildings in the historic town
centre of San Guiliano di Puglia suffered little damage in the Molise (Italy) earthquake
of 2002 when the larger buildings of reinforced concrete in the newer part of town were
devastated beyond repair (Langenbach and Dusi 2004, p. 343). The crucial point, however,
on how well a building performs is the state of repairs, especially the state of the timber
bracing. Houses built in a variation of the infilled timber frame system known as taquezal
in Nicaragua performed well during the earthquake that shook Managua in 1931 but
had been allowed to badly deteriorate in a tropical climate and mainly collapsed in the
1972 earthquake (Langenbach 1989). Older, well-maintained masonry houses in Bhuj,
constructed with timbers in the walls, all survived the Gujarat earthquake of 2001
(Langenbach 2003). Again, well maintained taq and dhajji dewari structures were largely
left intact by the 2005 Kashmir earthquake that destroyed nearly half a million houses
made from modern building materials (Schacher and Ali 2007, p. 25).
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